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ART-TROPE presents the exhibition: INTERSECTION 

From June 8th to 10th 2018 

Cocktail & opening on June 7th from 6 pm 

Espace Commines - 17 rue Commines - 75003 Paris 

 

ART-TROPE, New Generation of Artists Agency, organizes 

the exhibition "INTERSECTION" by presenting a selection 

of its Artists.  

Colors and B&W (Black and White) have long been 

synonyms of opposition. To the purity of the B&W answered 

a profusion of colors then said to be misleading since it 

diverted Art from its true subject: line and form. "In a 

sustainable plastic work it is the form that comes first and 

everything else should be submitted to it" wrote Le 

Corbusier.  

To the contrary, the exhibition "INTERSECTION" proposes 

to revive the connections between these two worlds. Like 

ancient Greeks, the idea is to see colors as a continuous 

line in which B&W are both ends. As a result, colors and 

B&W embody two languages that the presented Artists use 

to express their own artistic sensitivity.  

From painting to photography and sculpture the Artworks 

echo one another to tell together "adventures in colors" like 

Photographer Rémy Donnadieu used to say. ART-TROPE 

invites its Artists to present their pictorial language to unveil 

the INTERSECTION between colors and B&W. Through the 

interplay of artistic correspondences, the exhibition opens 

new perspectives on the contact point between different 

ways of expression that finally nothing opposes. 

 

  

 

 

Artistes présentés 

 
Gysin Broukwen   

Minh Châu   

Guillaume Dimanche   

Aymard le Forestier de Quillien   

Ueli Kühni   

Gildas de la Monneraye   

Nebay  

Agata Preyzner   

Repiquet  

Bruno Victoria 
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About ART-TROPE 

ART-TROPE is the New Generation of 

Artists Agency that offers Artists the 

possibility to be professionally guided 

worldwide. Art-Trope enables them to 

access quality services dedicated to their 

needs in order to improve and accelerate 

their career opportunities on the long-term. 
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